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Crochet Stitch Dictionary
Part of the pleasure of knitting is discovering and experimenting with beautiful new
stitches. And if you have been looking for new stitches to add creativity to your knitting
projects, you've come to the right place. Rita Weiss has collected 50 fabulous stitches
you can use in many different ways -- for sweaters, baby items, afghans, hats, even
socks -- anything you might want to create with your knitting needles. Have fun
swatching these patterns, then pick your favorites and start creating magic in your next
project! Stitches include Garden Glories, Grapes, Bear Claw, Wings, Little Blossoms,
Zig Zag Bobbles, Climbing Vine, Dueling Banjoes, Cherry Tree, Tassels, Hearts, Eyelet
Leaves, Raindrops, and many more.
A guide to crocheting discusses the tools and equipment needed and describes basic
skills and how to perform two hundred and fifty stitches of increasing complexity, from
the basic single crochet to the cut fur stitch.
This pattern book includes 2 afghan patterns and Learn to Crochet Basics. The CD
features our most popular stitch books. The disc includes full-color photography and
complete instructions. CD's are both PC and MAC compatible.
WOW! Ninety-nine tempting textures to crochet! Your favorite hobby comes alive with
real depth and richness in Darla Sims's latest collection of exciting pattern stitches.
Post Stitches are the simple magic giving these patterns their extra pizzazz! Choose
from patterns worked closely for warmth or others yielding a light and lacy look. You
can make afghans, scarves, shawls, table runners--anything your creative spirit
desires--with these lovely and touchable Post Stitch patterns. Instructions are included
for working with multiples and planning an afghan. 99 Crochet Post Stitches (Leisure
Arts #4788) includes these patterns and more: Little Boxes, Beads on a String, Angel
Wings, Basket Weave, Eyes of God, Chinese Puzzle, Dip Stitch, Sharp Chevrons, and
Snug as a Bug.
This is a practical guide, designed to get crochet fans discovering new stitches and
creative ways of working crochet.
Presents a guide to crochet, providing instructions for eighty-six stitches of increasing
complexity, including shells, picots, clusters, and v-stitches.
Offers diagrams and instructions covering a wide variety of stitches, from beginner to
advanced levels.
The Crochet Stitch Bible contains over 200 stitches explained in full, and is a perfect
starter guide for beginners, with advanced projects and details for experts. The handy
spiral bound design allows this book to be laid open on a work surface for easy
reference, and makes a wonderful addition to the library of any crafter, crocheter, or
knitter. Includes step-by-step instructions for basic stitches, textured stitches, fans and
shells stitches, mesh and filet stitches, openwork and lace stitches, trims and edgings,
clusters, puffs, and bobbles, spike, relief, tunisian, multi-color, squares, and special
stitches. Crochet is the technique of making a looped fabric from a continuous length of
yarn, using a single hook. The word "crochet" itself derives from the French "croc,"
meaning a hook (or crook); an old scottish name for crochet is "shepherd's knitting." It
is one of the most portable and flexible of crafts, requiring only a hook and some yarn.
Once you have mastered the basic techniques, you can create a fascinating variety of
effects.
99 Crochet Post Stitches
Essential Techniques for Becoming a More Versatile, Adventurous Crocheter
The Complete Book of Crochet Stitch Designs
440 Patterns for Textures, Shells, Bobbles, Lace, Cables, Chevrons, Edgings, Granny
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Squares, and More
Crochet Stitch Guide
500 Classic & Original Patterns
Choose any yarn and any of the 12 PATTERNS for cowls, hats, sweaters & more *
Customize with over 85 STITCH PATTERNS * 700+ DESIGN POSSIBILITIES
The Crochet Stitch Bible
Creative Crochet Projects
80 Original Stitch Patterns Plus Techniques and Projects
The Crocheter's Skill-Building Workshop
Switch & Knit Stitch Dictionary
Solutions to Every Problem You'll Ever Face, Answers to Every Question You'll Ever
Ask

A comprehensive guide to all the basic Tunisian stitches and techniques from the designer
behind the crochet blog Poppy & Bliss. Tunisian Crochet Workshop will help you on your way
with step-by-step instructions for techniques, including colorwork, shaping, and working in the
round. Once you’ve tried your hand at the workshops, there are also twelve beautiful,
contemporary designs to create. With projects ranging from fashion accessories to decorative
homewares, there is something for everyone!
With more than 900 knitting patterns--including 100 that are brand new--covering everything
from knit and purl to colorwork, this is the most comprehensive knitting stitch dictionary ever
published. A companion volume to Vogue Knitting: The Ultimate Knitting Book, this ultimate
stitch dictionary compiles the best of the Vogue Knitting Stitchionary series into a single huge
and comprehensive volume. More than 900 stitches, including 100 entirely new examples,
encompass knit and purl textures, cables, lace, colorwork, edgings, and other original
combinations. Pulled from actual patterns that appeared in Vogue Knitting magazine, these
stitches come from a range of top designers and are as unique as their creators. Use the
patterns as written or tweak them, combine stitches for beautiful effects, and find inspiration
to design your own stitches, garments, and accessories. The patterns feature both text and chart
instructions whenever possible to accommodate every learning style. Featuring enhanced
photography, hundreds of additional charts, and an index, Vogue Knitting: The Ultimate
Stitch Dictionary is beautiful, user-friendly, and an endless source of creativity.
A colorful go-to reference for all knitters featuring 250 essential knit stitches. Get ready to
spice up your knitting! Every knitter needs a good stitch dictionary, and this volume is perfect
for new and experienced knitters alike. Knit Stitch Dictionary offers 250 knit stitches, from
simple knit-purl combos to fancy textured, color, and lace stitch patterns. Knowing that not
every knitter works in the same way, this indispensible guide has both written and charted
instructions that clearly explain how to knit each stitch. Knit Stitch Dictionary is divided into
sections including: basic knit and purl stitches; eyelets and lace; cables; traveling and twisted
stitches; bobbles, puffs and clusters; slip stitches; chevrons, ripples and waves; tucks and
ruffles; and colorwork patterns. A photo glossary at the back of the book offers a candy box
view of all the stitch patterns, allowing you to instantly choose the ones that strike your fancy.
Knit Stitch Dictionary will be a go-to reference that you'll reach for again and again!
Whether you want to learn how to crochet or you’re looking for fresh, new projects to try,
Creative Play with Crochet is for you! Featuring 12 projects that start easy and slowly
introduce a new technique one design at a time, this exciting guide contains crochet patterns
you won’t be able to find anywhere else! Filled with personality, color, and original charm,
follow step-by-step instructions and skill-building tutorials to create a collection of adorable
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crochet projects, from a beehive mobile and a kitchen play mat to toys, buntings, beanies,
scarves, and more! Author Stephanie Pokorny is the designer and owner of Crochetverse.com
that offers a one-of-a-kind original style to the crochet world. Her elaborate children’s crochet
costumes were even acknowledged in the 2019 edition of Ripley’s Believe it Or Not.
Profiles five hundred crochet stitch designs, including classic patterns and originals by the
author, providing a photo, a diagram, and written instructions for each; and includes a
pictorial index, illustrated instructions for basic stitches, and a list of international crochet
symbols.
The ultimate crochet reference—completely revised and updated—from the expert crafter and
bestselling author of Every Which Way Crochet Borders. Edie Eckman’s classic Q&A resource
book has been updated with helpful answers to even more of your burning crochet questions.
From beginning basics like yarn styles, stitch types, and necessary tools to detailed outlines of
more advanced techniques, you can trust Eckman to deliver straightforward guidance and
plenty of encouragement. With illustrations for left-handed crocheters and tips for broomstick
lace, linked stitches, crochet cables, and more, The Crochet Answer Book is full of expert
advice on every page. “The book does exactly what it promises: answers every question that any
crocheter will ever have . . . The explanations give all the info you’ll ever need to get yourself
out of a crochet quandary.” —BookRiot
Handy reference for all crocheters Do you really think a broken mirror means seven years of
bad luck? Come on. Superstitions are useless. Now, Super Stitches Crochet—that’s useful!
Super Stitches Crochet offers a complete introduction to this favorite craft, plus an illustrated
dictionary of more than 180 stitches and patterns. Solids, openwork, fans, trellises, arches,
laces, textures, medallions, shapes, edgings, and more are shown with instructions and
diagrams on left-hand pages and a photo of a crocheted sample swatch on the opposite page.
This follow-up to the super-successful Super Stitches Knitting includes information on
choosing yarns, selecting hooks, understanding symbols and abbreviations used in crocheting
patterns, essential crochet techniques, and the stitches and formations that are the essentials of
all crochet work. Look, throwing salt over your shoulder won’t keep you busy forever. You need
Super Stitches Crochet! • User-friendly lay-flat binding • Unbeatable illustrated reference •
Great for crocheters at every level
Now it's easy to design your own knit! Start with one of the 12 basic pattern recipes for pieces
such as a hat, pullover, shawl, scarf, socks, tee, mitts, tunic, or cardigan. Choose nearly any
yarn and a stitch pattern from the 85 4-stitch multiple patterns in the stitch dictionary, and you
are on your way to your own unique knitted piece. Make cabled mitts, a lace cardigan, a
textured stole, a ribbed pullover, or any of over 700 possible combinations. Best yet, you can
knit with any yarn that works to a gauge of 3-8 stitches per inch, so you can use that perfect
yarn in your stash you've been saving and design just the right project for it. It is so exciting to
make your own one-of-a-kind knits, and this book makes it so easy!
The Essential Illustrated Reference: Over 200 Traditional and Contemporary Stitches with
Easy-to-Follow Charts
More than 150 stitch patterns to knit top down, bottom up, back and forth, and in the round
*All You Need to Know to Crochet *The Essential Reference for Novice and Expert Crocheters
*Comprehe
1000 Japanese Knitting & Crochet Stitches
250 Essential Stitches
Crochet Handbook and Stitch Guide
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Beginner's Guide 30 Easy-To-Crochet Pattern Stitches
Essential Techniques Plus a Dictionary of more than 180 Stitch Patterns
Vogue Knitting
Plastic Canvas Stitch Dictionary
The Ultimate Stitch Dictionary
The Crochet Stitch Handbook
Amazing Japanese Crochet Stitches
An inspiring collection of 200 classic and new crochet stitches! The perfect resource for new
and experienced crocheters alike, The Step-By-Step Guide To 200 Crochet Stitches offers
200 stitches with detailed written, charted, and photographed instructions. This essential
book stitch dictionary includes: Basic stitches Fans & Shells Bobbles & Clusters Spikes Relief
stitches Mesh & Filet Waves Crossed stitches Decorative stitches You'll learn essential
crochet skills, such as changing color, fastening off, and forming basic stitches. Each stitch
is accessible with written, charted, and step-by-step photo instructions that clearly explain
where the yarn goes each step of the way. Plus, large finished swatches in eye-catching
colors show off the beauty of each stitch inspiring your hook through the entire book. The
Step-By-Step Guide To 200 Crochet Stitches is the must-have stitch dictionary you'll want in
your reference library.
In Crochet Every Way Stitch Dictionary, designer Dora Ohrenstein does what no crochet
author has done before: She offers detailed instructions for how to create 125 stitch
patterns, plus she explains how to increase and decrease each stitch pattern in three
different ways—without shaping, with shaping at the edges, and with internal shaping. This
hefty collection, ranging from lace and filigree to shells and textured stitches, is loaded with
beautifully photographed swatches of each pattern, plus charted and text instructions. A
focus on the ins and outs of shaping makes working stitch patterns far more accessible and
allows the creative crocheter to make many items without a pattern. Crochet Every Way
Stitch Dictionary will become an invaluable go-to resource that’s sure to inspire legions of
crocheters to use stitch patterns in new and exciting ways.
Are you eager to broaden your horizons by learning more elegant - yet easy - crochet
techniques? Then this Beginner's Guide is for you! Step-by-step instructions and detailed
diagrams teach you 30 fast, fun stitches. Once you've mastered the basics, use these simple
skills to fuel your creativity as your fashion your own designs. So let your imagination run
free, and reach for this handy book any time you want to learn something new or add an
exciting texture to a project. Little Book format presents basic crochet stitches plus 30
versatile pattern stitches: Lattice, Faggot Stitch, Web, Crosshatch, Vertical Scallop, 3-DC
Shell Stitch, Acacia Stitch, Shadow Box, Crosses, Lacy V, Bow Ties, Granule Stitch, DC
Diamonds, Diagonal Fence, Treble Cables, Alternate Stitch, Shells & Cords, Flying Shell, HDC
Puffs, Picot Bricks, Fans & Clusters, Puff Shells, Exchange Stitch, Clusters & Crosses, Crunch
Stitch, Garden Rows, Leaf Stitch, Herringbone, Honeycomb, and Sweet Pea.
This is the ultimate collection of crochet stitch inspiration! 440 stitches are presented in
color, each with a sample swatch of the fabric and charted instructions with notes and
detailed chart keys. Divided into ten chapters by the type of stitches, such as shells, waves
and chevrons, openwork, cables and textures, and even borders and granny squares, this
collection boasts a vast variety of stitches, well organized and presented in an easy-to-use
fashion. You'll reference this indispensable resource again and again!
The ultimate Japanese knitting and crochet stitch bible—now available for English-speaking
crafters! 1000 Japanese Knitting & Crochet Stitches is a treasure trove of needlecraft
patterns and motifs for knitters and crocheters seeking to create and better understand the
infinite variety of their craft. The classic compendium of Japanese stitches is finally available
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to Western audiences! The Japanese reference work is beloved by knitters the world over,
and this English version will allow even more crafters to enjoy these techniques. This
dictionary includes 700 original knitting stitch patterns and 300 original crochet patterns
that have inspired many modern Japanese knitwear designs. You'll find classic lacy, cable,
Aran, Fair Isle, Nordic, ethnic patterns; geometric, botanical and animal motifs; and so much
more. This one-stop reference has detailed steps and stitch diagrams showing how to
execute over 60 different knitting stitches and over 40 different crochet stitches. Each
pattern is charted with a delineation of the pattern repeat. Like Tuttle's other bestselling
knitting dictionaries—including Hitomi Shida's Japanese Knitting Stitch Bible—this one
includes an introduction by Japanese knitting guru Gayle Roehm, which helps non-Japanese
knitters navigate the differences between the Japanese and Western styles of knitting and
crochet.
Offers instructions, color photographs, and patterns for 350 crochet stitches, granny
squares, motifs, and edgings that range from the simple and textured stitches to Tunisian
stitches, motifs, and ruffle edgings.
Presents an introduction to crocheting, discussing tools, equipment, basic and advanced
stitches, edgings, and trims, with illustrations and detailed instructions for five hundred
stitches.
This is a comprehensive reference book on all aspects of crochet. This book provides a
reference for all methods, including Tunisian, filet, intermeshing, broomstick lace, bruges
lace, and freeform crochet. Includes step-by-step instructions for all the basic stitches and
swatches of 100s of stitch patterns with complete instructions. Also provides instructions
and patterns for 50 projects for garments, accessories, and décor items.
The Step-By-Step Guide to 200 Crochet Stitches
Knit Stitch Dictionary
Tunisian Crochet Workshop
Fabulous Fans, Pretty Picots, Clever Clusters and a Whole Lot More
The Complete Photo Guide to Crochet
500+ Crochet Stitches
Including Chart Symbols and Glossary Definitions
The New Crochet Stitch Dictionary
Crochet Stitch Dictionary
Techniques, Stitches, and Patterns Made Easy
200 Stitch Patterns in Words and Symbols
200 Crochet Stitches
Vogue Dictionary of Crochet Stitches

Learn 88 different crochet stitch symbols, plus full glossary definitions
for all 88 stitches! This is a fantastic resource guide for crocheters of
all skill levels.
Packed with step by step photographs and illustrations for every
crochet technique, you will find detailed descriptions of stitch
patterns such as bobbles, popcorns, clusters and shells, as well as
ideas on how to use notions and embellishments like buttonholes,
flowers, and edgings. Includes a special section to explain how to
create beautiful lace, add beads, and work Tunisian crochet.
Increase your stitch repertoire! Access hundreds of crochet stitches
that you can use year in and year out. From two of the most respected
names in crochet, this indispensable resource provides excellent
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value. Find step-by-step instructions for more than 350 stitches, from
easy to advanced, including shells, fans, clusters, bobbles, and more
See a swatch for each stitch in a full-color, close-up photograph
Locate quickly and conveniently any stitch you like; stitches are
grouped by style for easy reference, and an alphabetical index is also
included
Anyone who loves to crochet needs to have this book on their
bookshelf! Crochet diva Melissa Leapman divulges 200 of her favorite
crochet stitch patterns in this book--enough designs to keep you busy
stitching for years! Many of the patterns included are original
designs, and others are garnered from Leapman's years of experience
in the industry. The book is geared toward crocheters of all skill levels
and is formatted in a way that encourages readers to learn and grow
as they sample from the patterns. The beginning of "Melissa Leapman
Stitch Collection" fearures a pattern library with a full explanation of
stitch multiples and how they work. Suggestions are offered about
how to design basic projects, including afghans, pillows, hats, and
more. The book's second section offers stitch patterns arranged by
type--from lace to cables to colorwork and beyond. Each stitch pattern
is accompanied by easy-to-read instructions, stitch diagrams using
international symbols, and a clear photo. If the reverse side of the
fabric is interesting for a given pattern, both sides will be presented.
A unique icon is used to mark these special patterns, making them
easy to seek out for versatile scarves and blankets, which must look
attractive on both sides. Readers will want to make hats, scarves,
shawls, and more for themselves and friends. The patterns just beg to
be stitched. No one can deny it--this book is off the hook.
From elegant to funky, popular designer Keiko Okamoto presents a
wide selection of crochet stitches in this valuable reference. Amazing
Japanese Crochet Stitches includes versatile stitch patterns that can
be used in just about any piece. Whether you want to recreate an Irish
lace in creamy neutrals or play with stitches that stand out for their
unusual shape and dimension, this book has it all. You'll find designs
for unusual yarns, unique stitch patterns and some amazing edgings.
Seven practice projects help you cut loose with some creative
application, including: Two elegant, lacy shawls Two fun flowery
necklaces A bohemian vest in neutral tones A wildly embellished
rainbow scarf The most one-of-a-kind bag you'll ever see A technical
section demonstrates the stitches step-by-step, so readers can become
familiar with crocheting in the Japanese style. Amazing Japanese
Crochet Stitches is a joy for the experienced crocheter, and a valuable
reference for needlecraft enthusiasts everywhere!
The Crochet Stitch Handbook fully explains over 200 stitches. A
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perfect starter guide for beginners, with advanced projects and details
for experts, this book is a wonderful addition to the library of any
crafter, crocheter, or knitter. The handbook includes step-by-step
instructions for basic stitches, textured stitches, fans and shells
stitches, mesh and filet stitches, openwork and lace stitches, trims
and edgings, clusters, puffs, bobbles, spike, relief, Tunisian, multicolor, squares, and special stitches. Crochet is the technique of
making a looped fabric from a continuous length of yarn, using a
single hook. The word crochet itself derives from the French croc,
meaning a hook (or crook); an old Scottish name for crochet is
"shepherd's knitting." It is one of themost portable and flexible of
crafts, requiring only a hook and some yarn. Master the basic
techniques of crochet, and more, to create a fascinating variety of
effects with The Crochet Stitch Handbook.
Covers basic crochet techniques and beyond, providing dozens of
stitch-along swatches that teach specific skills that can be applied to
five projects for a hat, shawl, neck warmer, bag and scarf. Original.
Get hooked on Interlocking Crochet! Do you want to create incredible
crochet projects that will leave even experienced crocheters amazed
and wondering, "How did she do that?" Would you like to crochet one
project that has two unique, attractive looks? Try the technique of
interlocking crochet, which takes simple stitches and turns them into
richly textured, reversible fabrics. There has never been a book that
explores this technique so thoroughly. Inside Interlocking Crochet
you'll find: • Step-by-step illustrations of the crochet stitches that turn
yarn into incredible interlocking crochet fabric • A stitch dictionary
with 80 beautiful stitch patterns • 10 projects ranging from lovely,
luxurious scarves to big, cozy afghans Try your hand (and crochet
hook!) at this unique and interesting technique—you might never
want to go back to regular crochet again!
88 Crochet Stitch Dictionary
Interlocking Crochet
Melissa Leapman's Indispensable Stitch Collection for Crocheters
The Ultimate Bible for Needlecraft Enthusiasts
12 Playful Projects for Beginners and Beyond
Tunisian Crochet Stitch Guide
The Essential Illustrated Reference Over 200 Traditional and
Contemporary Stitches
108 Crochet Cluster Stitches
Loom, Knit, Stitch Dictionary
The Big Book of Crochet Stitches
The Ultimate Crochet Stitch Bible
Up, Down, All-Around Stitch Dictionary
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The Crochet Answer Book
Great for new and experienced crocheters alike, Crochet Stitch Dictionary offers
200 stitches with detailed written, charted, and photographed instructions. This
essential book presents 10 color-coded stitch sections: Basic stitches, Fans & Shells,
Bobbles & Clusters, Spike stitches, Post stitches, Mesh & Filet, Cable stitches,
Tunisian stitches, and more! Learn each stitch with written, charted, and step-bystep photo instructions that clearly explain where the yarn goes each step of the
way. In addition, each stitch pattern shows a large finished swatch in actual size.
You'll enjoy the colorful and eye-catching "candy-box" sampler pages that start
every section. Crochet Stitch Dictionary offers excellent useful instruction and
inspiration for all crocheters.
A lovingly illustrated e-guide for beginners on the classic crochet techniques that
will help you get started with your own creations. The practical instructions give
you everything you need to begin - crochet granny squares, flowers or baby gifts.
There are 20 projects to practice what you've learned about stitches, techniques
and tools. Gorgeous photos of finished projects will have you inspired to pick up
your yarn and hook, and crochet lovely things for your home or treasured gifts to
give away. There are high resolution close-up photos of the stitches, to make it as
easy as possible to become an expert. Practice by working through the
contemporary projects in the book, from a beautiful baby's cardigan to a project
basket. There are more than 100 techniques and crochet patterns to try your hand
at. Each are explained, step by step, with clear terms and methods. The instructions
let you know the difficulty level, the correct tools and the ideal yarn for different
patterns. There's also helpful advice on which color combinations to use for pretty
end results. Without a Hitch Learn how to read patterns so you can go from novice
to skillful in a short time. Inside the pages of this illustrative crochet reference
guide, you'll find: - Easy-to-follow directions with close-up photos of the stitches. Over 100 key techniques and 20 projects to practice. - Advice on yarn and tools.
Stitch dictionaries are to knitters what Webster’s is to a writer. Within the pages of
these inspiring reference books are the endless variations of knit and purl stitches
that produce the fabrics of all knitting. But in the Up, Down, All-Around Stitch
Dictionary, designer Wendy Bernard does something no other author has done
before— she presents instructions for working 150 popular stitch patterns four
different ways: top down, bottom up, back and forth, and in the round. This hefty
collection, ranging from lace and cables to colorwork and fancy edgings, is loaded
with beautifully photographed swatches of each pattern, plus charted and text
instructions. To showcase the stitch patterns in action, Bernard also includes
instructions for eight garments as well as her famous formulas for knitting garments
without a pattern. This is an invaluable go-to resource, sure to inspire legions of
knitters to use stitch patterns in new and exciting ways.
"Your complete guide to making 113 stitches"--Cover.
If you like crochet with plenty of unique texture, then the inspiration for your next
project awaits in this collection of 108 beautiful cluster stitches by Darla Sims. Let
these patterns capture your imagination as you use them to design your own
afghans, place mats, pillows, shawls--whatever you can envision! Change yarn
weight and hook size to get a wide range of results. Easy instructions tell how to
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plan an afghan using any of the pattern stitches. With so many lovely patterns, the
possibilities are limitless! 108 pattern stitches include Benevolence, Italian Lace,
Nuance, Wrap Stitch, Sidewinder, Intrigue, Wavelets, Daisies Galore, Stained Glass,
Offset Diamonds, and more.
Crochet Every Way Stitch Dictionary
A Stitch Dictionary and Design Resource (156 Stitches with 7 Practice Projects)
Harmony Guides: Basic Crochet Stitches
Crochet Step by Step
Includes CD with Our Most Popular Stitch Books
Crochet Stitches VISUAL Encyclopedia
50 Fabulous Knit Stitches
500 Crochet Stitches
125 Essential Stitches to Crochet in Three Ways
Annie's Crochet Stitch Dictionary
The Complete Guide to Modern Tunisian Crochet Stitches, Techniques and Patterns
Super Stitches Crochet
200 Essential Stitches with Step-by-Step Photos
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